OhioRISE Implementation and Operations Workgroup:
System of Care and Care Management Entities / Service
Development
February 2, 2022
2:00pm – 4:00pm

Housekeeping

A few reminders before we begin

All participants can mute and unmute their own lines, so please be sure to mute
your line when you’re not talking. If you are muted during the meeting and called
in, you must press *6 to unmute.
Please introduce yourself by entering your name, title, and organization in the chat
feature.
We hope to have a robust discussion with workgroup members to provide feedback
on the training content. You can use the chat box, raise your hand, or unmute.
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Agenda

What we will cover during today’s module
Agenda:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Purpose of the workgroup
Training planning
Goals of OhioRISE
Overview of training content
Review eligibility and enrollment / member journeys
Future implementation of OhioRISE
Next Steps
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OhioRISE Workgroup – Membership and Purpose
Purposes of the
OhioRISE SOC /
CME and Services
Development
Workgroups

» Purpose of the Workgroup: Review and provide feedback on training
content, and
» Present and get stakeholder feedback on how ODM is training the
community on the operations of OhioRISE to implement the program.
» Outcome of Workgroup: ODM, with stakeholder feedback, is prepared
to train the community on the daily operations of OhioRISE.

MEMBERS OF THE WORKGROUP REPRESENT:
Diverse range of
expertise and
experience

Local system
partners

Associations
and providers of
services

Youth and
Families with
lived experience

Ohio’s
geography
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Training Structure

What we will cover during upcoming modules
Training partners: ODM, Aetna, the Center of Excellence, State Agencies, and Care Management
Entities
MODULE 2

MODULE 1
 OhioRISE Overview
 OhioRISE Eligibility
and Enrollment
 OhioRISE Service
Array

 Referrals and Care
Coordination
 System of Care
Integration

MODULE 4

MODULE 3

 IT systems
 Enrollment
 Billing and Claims

 Systems
Engagement - Local
and Statewide

Training modules with additional tracks for specific stakeholders
PCSAs

Developmental Disability

Juvenile Justice

MCEs and Providers

Hospitals
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Training Announcements
• Training will be announced via email to
» OhioRISE Advisory Council
» Implementation & Operation Workgroups
» ODM’s provider distribution list
» State agencies newsletters and listservs
» OhioRISE webpage
• Training will take place virtually and be recorded
• Recorded training will be posted on the OhioRISE
webpage and shared via email
• Office hours will follow each training for you to
ask additional questions with subject matter
experts
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Recorded Training

Module 1 recording will be available the week of 2/21
The availability of this
recording will be
featured in the ‘What’s
New?’ section of the ‘For
More Information’
column next week.

All training recordings will
live within the ‘OhioRISE
Community and Provider
Trainings’ tile on the
OhioRISE webpage.
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Attend Module 1 Office Hours

Three Module 1 Office Hours sessions in early March
Purpose of Office Hours:
•

Provide opportunities for those who
attended the live training session or
watched the recording to raise
additional questions to OhioRISE subject
matter experts (SMEs).

OFFICE HOURS
March 1
1:00 – 2:00 PM

March 2
8:00 – 9:00 AM
and 3:30 – 4:30 PM
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Community and Provider Training Timeline
Timeline for OHR Community and Provider Training

Date

Review Module 1 in appropriate I&O workgroups

February 2, 2022, 2pm – 4pm

OhioRISE Overview and Eligibility and Enrollment

February 18, 8am - 12pm

Review Module 2 in appropriate I&O workgroups

March 10, 2022

Referrals and Care Coordination / System of Care Integration
(Two Sections)

March 29, 2022, and March 30, 2022

Review Module 3 in appropriate I&O workgroups

April 19, 2022

IT systems, Enrollment, Billing and Claims

April 29, 2022

Review Module 4 in appropriate I&O workgroups

May 31, 2022

Systems Engagement - Local and Statewide

June 21, 2022

*subject to change based on review and feedback
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Summary of OhioRISE Objectives

Improve design, delivery, and timeliness of care coordination

Prevent
custody
relinquishment
and better
serve mulitisystem youth

Add more
intensive inhome and
communitybased services
and supports

Family and
youth are at
the center with
voice and
choice
prioritized

Shared
governance
model

Stakeholder
engagement
Transparency
and
Accountability
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Aetna’s OhioRISE Purpose
• Aetna believes that caring adults are the change agents in their children’s lives and
OhioRISE exists to support them.
• Grows targeted services through increasing network capacity, to deliver equitable and
high-quality behavioral health services for children and their families in all 88 counties.
• Aetna will partner with the State and stakeholders to transform the existing system
and collaboratively create a highly effective and coordinated system to support
children with complex behavioral health needs and their families. Aetna is ready to
embark on this journey as we serve as the:

Catalyst | Convener | Facilitator

Aetna Health Plan Goals for OhioRISE
Catalyze: Creating a Paradigm Shift
•

Seamless systems supporting families

•

Prevention focus and promotion of treatment appropriate to meet
the needs of child and family

•

Consideration of Trauma, Social Determinants of Health (SDoH),
and resources for accurate support

•

Aligned with Ohio’s implementation plan of Aligned with Family
First Prevention Services Act of 2018

•

Reduce fragmentation – Effective and efficient systems

•

Family friendly– Navigable systems and accessible resources with
support to get them

•

Advance person and family self-sufficiency, recovery and resiliency

•

Assure all children have safe and nurturing homes and
communities

•

Recruit and retain a workforce and partners that operate with
integrity and transparency
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Child and Adolescent Behavioral Health COE: Goals for OhioRISE

Training and
Professional
Development

Service
Capacity
Building

Service
Implementation
Support

Bridge research to
practice. Transform
practice through
training, professional
development ,
coaching and technical
support

Promote and
support the
development of
evidence based and
evidence supported
practices across the
state

Provide evidence
based and
evidence
supported program
readiness,
installation,
implementation
and sustainability
support

Fidelity
Monitoring
Develop,
implement and
monitor processes
that ensure fidelity
to evidence based
and evidence
supported practices
are achieved statewide.

Quality
Improvement
Develop and engage
in quality
improvement
activities, utilizing
outcomes, across
multiple levels of the
system (individual,
program, system) to
support system
transformation.

Module 1 Training Content
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Module 1 Training Content: Section 1
Training topics to review for feedback
Module 1 Training Agenda
Topics
1 OhioRISE overview
2 OhioRISE philosophy and goals
3 General roles and responsibilities
4 OhioRISE operations
5 New and enhanced OhioRISE services
6 OhioRISE waiver services
7 Care management entities

Training Objectives
Provide an overview of OhioRISE for all system
partners, providers, advocacy groups, and managed
care organizations
Share Enrollment process and member journeys
to understand implementation and operations
from a member and family perspective
Solicit feedback on training topics and content to
assist in upcoming training modules
Prepare community and system partners for future
training opportunities and workgroups
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Module 1 Training Content: Section 2
Training topics to review for feedback
Module 1 Training Agenda
Topics
1 Eligibility and enrollment
2

Child and Adolescent Needs and Strengths (CANS) assessment
tool

3 Day one enrollment
4 Rolling enrollment
5 Waiver eligibility
6 Member journey

Training Objectives
Provide an overview of OhioRISE for all system
partners, providers, advocacy groups, and managed
care organizations
Share Enrollment process and member journeys
to understand implementation and operations
from a member and family perspective
Solicit feedback on training topics and content to
assist in upcoming training modules
Prepare community and system partners for future
training opportunities and workgroups
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Day One Enrollment
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Day One Enrollment
Two Month Look Back

Three Month Look Back

Six Month Look Back

• Therapeutic Behavioral
Service (TBS) Group –
hourly or per diem
• SUD residential
treatment
• Placed in children’s
residential center or
residential parenting
facility while in Title IVE agency custody

• Intensive Home-Based
Treatment (IHBT)
• Ohio Children’s Initiative
CANS assessment
• Intensive Care Facility /
Intellectual
Developmental Disability
intensive behavioral
support rate add-on

• Inpatient hospital stay
for a mental illness or
substance use disorder
as their primary
diagnosis
• Out-of-state Psychiatric
Residential Treatment
Facility

*ODM will review claims data at several intervals after July 1 to ensure no child is missed for enrollment
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Rolling Enrollments
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The CANS IT System Initiates Rolling Enrollment into OhioRISE
OhioRISE enrollment is triggered by one of the
following actions in the CANS IT System:
• Notification of an inpatient psychiatric /
PRTF admission
• Submission of a CANS assessment by a
certified assessor

CANS IT System
There are three primary
rolling pathways that
initiate enrollment into
OhioRISE:
1. Inpatient or PRTF
Admission
2. Completion of a CANS
during a routine or
scheduled visit
3. Completion of a CANS
during MRSS

Inpatient or PRTF
Admission

CANS Assessment

Brief or Comprehensive
CANS during a routine
or scheduled visit

Brief CANS during MRSS
mobile response
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Inpatient / PRTF Admission Input to CANS IT System

Facility

CANS IT System

Providers

Youth is admitted to
inpatient / PRTF

Includes functionality
to initiate OhioRISE
enrollment due to IP
/ PRTF admission

Coordination
between facility team
and OhioRISE care
coordinator
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CANS assessment during a scheduled appointment
Youth may have various supports who recommend they be assessed for OhioRISE
» Parent
» Teacher

» Psychiatrist
» PCSA

» FCFC
» Pediatrician

» Case Manager
» Counselor

SUPPORTS

YOUTH/FAMILY

CANS ASSESSOR

CANS ASSESSOR

Recommend youth
for OhioRISE program

Schedule CANS
Assessment

Conducts Brief or
Comprehensive CANS
Assessment

Submits results into
CANS IT System

Date of entry into CANS System is
the OHR enrollment date
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CANS assessment during a scheduled appointment
• MCOs can assist their member with getting linked for a CANS assessment
• Specific timelines associated with MCO involvement

YOUTH/FAMILY

MCO

CANS ASSESSOR

CANS ASSESSOR

Contacts MCO for
assistance

Ensures CANS
appointment is
scheduled within 72
Business hours of
referral

Conducts Brief or
Comprehensive CANS
Assessment

Submits results into
CANS IT System

MCO
Confirms CANS
was completed
within 10 Business
days of referral

Date of entry into CANS System is
the OHR enrollment date
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CANS assessment during MRSS mobile response
The Brief CANS will be administered as part of de-escalation services within MRSS
mobile response

YOUTH/FAMILY

MRSS PROVIDER

MRSS PROVIDER

Receives initial
screening and triage

Provides deescalation services up
to 72 hours

Conducts Brief CANS
Assessment during 72
hour period of mobile
response deescalation services

MRSS PROVIDER
Submits results into
CANS IT System

Date of entry into CANS System is
the OHR enrollment date
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OhioRISE Enrollment and Data Exchange Timeline
DAY 1
» The CANS assessment or
inpatient / PRTF admission
is submitted in the CANS IT
system
» OhioRISE eligibility is
determined using the
OhioRISE Decision Support
Model
» Day 1 serves as the
OhioRISE eligibility and
enrollment dates

BUSINESS DAY 1

BUSINESS DAY 2

BUSINESS DAY 3

» The CANS IT system
generates and sends daily file
of children and youth with
Medicaid who meet OhioRISE
eligibility to AHS at 4 PM.
Eligibility determinations
received after this time will be
processed the next business
day.
» MITS system accepts the
enrollment file from AHS and
creates “OhioRISE enrollment
span” effective on Day 1

» Real-time OhioRISE eligibility
is visible in MITS and other
case management systems to
those who check through the
provider portal or send
270/271 Health Care Eligibility
Benefit Inquiry and Response
» Official member enrollment
roster is sent to Aetna and
other managed care plans.
Enrollment files sent through
a nightly batch. SPBM will also
have access to enrollment
info.

» Aetna and other MCEs
receive OhioRISE enrollment
roster in the early morning
» Each MCE will use the file for
internal purposes. For
example: MCE’s will pay
claims based on date of
enrollment, Aetna will send
information to Care
Management Entities (CMEs)
about new and ending
enrollments, etc.
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Pending Member
• An individual who is eligible for OhioRISE but whose OhioRISE membership is not yet effective.
• Pending Members, their caregivers, or providers can contact the OhioRISE Plan to learn about
OhioRISE covered services, member benefits, prior authorization details, eligibility, and how the
program works.

Pending Member contacts
OhioRISE Member Services to
request information.

Pending Member is given
information and OhioRISE care
coordination team gathers and
stores information on the
Pending Member.

OhioRISE care coordination
staff checks the State eligibility
file for updates on the Pending
Member’s status. Once
eligibility is confirmed they
transition any information the
Pending Member shared to
their new care team.

OhioRISE staff will continue to
support the Pending Member
until their eligibility is effective.
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Referral Pathways / Member Journey
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Sam’s Story
• Sam has lived in multiple placements since he was 10 years old
• Has a history of antipsychotic medications during his placement
stays
• In state custody after experiencing abuse from his stepfather and
neglect from his Mother who lived in poverty in a neighborhood
plagued by violence
• Sam’s aunt wants to keep Sam at her home, but she is unable
to manage his challenges; she is a recent immigrant, non-English
speaking, has an 11-year-old son
• Sam has been involved with the juvenile justice system and has
repeated trouble at school
• Sam is a survivor of complex trauma, placement disruptions,
and multiple episodes of care
• Sam is close to his school counselor who identifies that he could
benefit from OhioRISE
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Sam’s Journey

Sam’s counselor shares
information about
OhioRISE with Sam and
his Aunt.

During their discussion,
Sam’s counselor learns
that he is enrolled with
one of the managed
care plans.

Sam and his Aunt think
OhioRISE might be a good
program for him and the
school counselor
recommends they call Sam’s
managed care plan.

Sam’s Aunt contacts his
managed care plan and
approves a three-way call for
Sam’s counselor, his managed
care plan and her so they can
discuss OhioRISE eligibility
and enrollment.

Sam’s Journey

Sam’s managed care plan
learns about Sam’s
situation and helps
connect his Aunt with an
approved CANS Assessor.

The CANS Assessor
contacts Sam and his Aunt
to set up a time to
complete the
comprehensive CANS
Assessment.

Sam’s Aunt doesn’t have
transportation so she
contacts Sam’s MCO to
arrange for transportation
to the CANS Assessment.

Sam and his family
complete the CANS
Assessment and the
assessor submits it to the
CANS IT SYSTEM

Sam’s Journey

The CANS IT System determines
Sam is eligible for OhioRISE
which initiates a data exchange
process through state systems.

When Sam’s information
appears on the 834 File, both
OhioRISE and Sam’s managed
care plan receive information
on Sam’s enrollment in Ohio
RISE.

Sam is assigned to a CME
based on where he lives. His
family receives a Welcome
Call from OhioRISE and the
CME.

Jill’s Story
Jill, age 9, is in the custody of her mother and father. She has 3 siblings that reside
in the home with the family. Jill’s mother and father are heavily invested and
engaged in Jill’s treatment.
• Jill is newly enrolled in OhioRISE after her local board of developmental
disability suggested the program to her parents.
• Jill is diagnosed with autism, anxiety, and diabetes. She has uncontrollable
tantrums and aggression toward other children and teachers.
• Jill is prescribed several antipsychotic and psychotropic medications and is
receiving intensive behavioral support services in an intermediate care facility
for children with developmental disabilities (ICF/DD) with the goal of
discharging to home.
• Prior to her admission, Jill was receiving targeted case management (TCM)
through the local board of developmental disability and was receiving Applied
Behavior Analysis (ABA) services offered by her Managed Care Organization
(MCO)

Jill’s Journey

Jill’s case worker from the local
DD board meets with her and
her parents about the
OhioRISE program.

Jill and her parents think
OhioRISE might give Jill
additional behavioral services
to support her needs.

The local DD board has a CANS
assessor on their team who
completes the CANS with Jill
and her family and submits it
to the CANS IT System

Jill’s Journey

The CANS IT System
determines Jill is eligible for
OhioRISE which initiates a
data exchange process
through state systems.

Jill is enrolled in OhioRISE
and assigned to a CME in her
community.

The CME contacts her and
her family, and the OhioRISE
Plan send OhioRISE Member
Materials.

Amy’s Story
• Amy (a 3-year-old) was suspended from her preschool due to
uncontrollable aggressive behavior toward other children and teachers.
• Dr. Phillips, her pediatrician, screens her for behavioral health issues.
• Based on the screening, Dr. Phillips referred Amy and her mother to an
outpatient therapist
• The therapist met with Amy and her mom twice and Amy’s mom disclosed
that as a young mother, she is feeling overwhelmed and is not sure how to
help Amy.
• The therapist contacted Amy’s pediatrician, Dr. Phillips who are now
referring Amy to the OhioRISE Plan for additional evaluation and services.

Amy’s Journey

Amy’s outpatient
therapist holds a
three way call with
Amy’s mom and Dr.
Phillips.

On the call the providers
share about the OhioRISE
program and Amy’s mom
agrees it may be a good fit
for her family.

The therapist explains
the eligibility process
for OhioRISE and
provides Amy’s mom
with providers where
she can schedule a
CANS assessment.

Amy’s mom agrees
to set up a CANS
Assessment.

Amy’s Journey

Amy’s mom gives
authorization for Dr.
Phillips and her therapist
to share information
about Amy’s case with
the CANS Assessor.

The therapist joins Amy and
her mother at the CANS
assessment appointment to
provide clinical information.

The CANS Assessor
completes the CANS and
submits it to the
assessment CANS IT
System.

Amy’s Journey

The CANS IT System
determines Amy is eligible for
OhioRISE which initiates a data
exchange process through
state systems.

Amy is enrolled in OhioRISE. Her mom
receives a welcome call and outreach from
Aetna Care Coordinator. Amy’s mom gives
authorization for OhioRISE staff to speak
with Dr. Phillips and the therapist.

Amy’s mom receives and
shares OhioRISE member
materials with Dr. Phillips
and the therapist.

Future Implementation of OhioRISE
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Future Implementation of OhioRISE: Medicaid

- OhioRISE Transition Grants
for CMEs to have resources to
build capacity and begin
providing new care
coordination services before
OhioRISE’s go-live
- Transition Grant support for
new and existing MRSS
providers until OhioRISE golive to strengthen capacity

Present

- OhioRISE day-one enrollment
ensures children and youth who
need the OhioRISE new and
enhanced services are able to
access them.
- CMEs will be in place to
provide care coordination
- Aetna and the CMEs will
continue to build the system of
care

July 1, 2022

- In Jan. 2023, OhioRISE will
implement the new psychiatric
residential treatment facility
(PRTF) benefit to support
children and families in Ohio.
- Aetna and CMEs will continue
to build the system of care
- Provider agencies will continue
to work to deliver new and
enhanced OhioRISE services:
IHBT, MRSS, BH respite, PRTF

January 2023

- At the end of year one,
OhioRISE is expected to serve
50,000 – 60,000 children and
youth.
- OhioRISE services, care
coordination, and building the
system of care continue to
develop.

July 2023
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Future Implementation of OhioRISE: Aetna
-CME Training and
Onboarding as well as
vendor readiness for
agencies to have the
capacity to provide new
care coordination services
- Administering
Transition Grant funds to
support MRSS providers
& CMEs until OhioRISE
goes live
-Establishing Family,
Provider and Youth
Advisory Councils.
-Holding Listening
Sessions to gather
feedback and improve
processes.

Present

-July 1, OhioRISE dayone enrollment will
ensure children and
youth have access to
them.
-Family, Provider and
Youth Advisory
Councils meet and
monitor progress
-Claims being paid for
services
- CMEs will be in place
to provide care
coordination.
-Aetna and the CMEs
will continue to build
the system of care.

July 1, 2022

- Aetna and CMEs will build
the system of care,
coordinate population
health and quality
projects, and report
results.
- Providers will deliver new
and enhanced OhioRISE
services: IHBT, MRSS, BH
respite, PRTF.
- Build capacity for the new
PRTF benefit to support
children and families in
Ohio.
-Fine tune operations with
input from Family,
Provider and Youth
Advisors.

January 2023

-OhioRISE Family,

Provider, Youth
Advisors, CMEs and
ODM continue to
develop and evaluate
program quality and
results, services, care
coordination, and
building the system of
care.
-Boosting enrollment
to ensure every child
has access to the
services they need.
-Ensuring a robust
System of Care

July 2023
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Future Implementation of OhioRISE : Center of Excellence
January 2022-July 2022
Readiness and Installation

Core Model Trainings
 Mobile Response Stabilization Services
(MRSS)
 Intensive and Moderate Care
Coordination (ICC/MCC)
 Child and Adolescent Needs and
Strengths Assessment (CANS)
 Intensive Home-Based Treatment
(IHBT)
Readiness Reviews for Care Management
Entities
Technical Assistance and Support

July 2022-January 2023
Initial Implementation

January 2023 and beyond
Full Implementation

Core Model and Targeted Trainings
 MRSS
 ICC/MCC
 CANS
 IHBT

Core Model and Targeted Trainings
 MRSS
 ICC/MCC
 CANS
 IHBT

Practice-level Support and Professional
Development:
 Learning Collaboratives
 Applied Learning
 Office Hours
 Coaching
 Technical Assistance and Support

Practice-level Support and Professional
Development :
 Learning Collaboratives
 Applied Learning
 Office Hours
 Coaching
 Technical Assistance and Support

Fidelity, Evaluation and Quality Enhancement

Fidelity, Evaluation and Quality Enhancement

Questions and Answers
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Next Steps
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Your Feedback
•
•
•
•

Thank you for participating today!
Use this form to provide additional feedback on what was discussed today
Turn in form by EOD, Wednesday, Feb. 9.
ODM, Aetna, and the COE will work to implement your feedback into Module 1
community and provider training content
• OhioRISE Module 1 Training is February 18, 8am – noon
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Listening Session Dates and Times
PROVIDERS

OLDER YOUTH AND FAMILIES

Tuesday, 2/15/2022-from 11:30-1pm

Wednesday, 2/16/2022 from 11:30-1pm

Tuesday, 2/15/2022 from 6- 7:30pm

Tuesday, 2/22/2022 from 11:30-1pm

Wednesday, 2/23/2022 from 11:30-1pm

Thursday, 2/17/2022 from 12- 1:30pm

Thursday, 2/24/2022 from 12-1:30pm

Wednesday, 2/23/2022 from 6-7:30pm

ADVOCACY GROUPS

THE LISTENING SESSIONS WILL SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVTIES
Review feedback from
listening sessions

Response may include policy
changes, ensuring readiness, or
adopting new process before go-live

Here is the link to register now!

Opportunity to recruit participants
Aetna’s Member and Family,
Provider, Youth, and Governance
Councils
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OhioRISE Transition Timeline

Key OhioRISE activities and milestones in 2022
•

FEBRUARY 2022
Care Management Entities (CMEs)
Selected
Aetna OhioRISE Listening Sessions

•

MARCH 2022
Intensive Home-Based Treatment (IHBT) Enhanced
Rule Effective

January

February

March

April

•

JULY 1, 2022
OhioRISE Go-live

Initial and rolling enrollment for OHR, 1915(C)
Waiver
Remaining services go-live (stand-alone
CANS, ICC/MCC, comprehensive (in-home)
assessment, MRSS, 1915(b) and 1915(c)
services)
IHBT shifts to OhioRISE

May

June

July

FEBRUARY 2022 & BEYOND
Community and Provider Training Opportunities
JANUARY 2022 & BEYOND

MRSS

•
*PRTF Service begins in January 2023

Advisory Council and Implementation &
Operations Workgroup
• Support and Expand MRSS Providers
• Launch CMEs
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